
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

Prior to the installation of your RECON LED tail lights, please follow the instructions below to prevent a short 

circuit situation in your vehicles electrical system which will cause fuses to blow on your fuse panel. 

(a) Install the function of Brake/Position light: 
Please follow the directions and color of the wires (shown in Pic. 1). Connect the connector with the 
corresponding wire color. (black wire goes in-line with black wire) 

 

  Pic. 1. The wire harness for the Brake/Running Light Function 
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Remove your factory taillights by lowering the tailgate and removing the two screws 
that hold each light in place.
Pull the light away from the truck by the outer edge
Untwist the bulb sockets from the factory lens, keeping all wiring intact
Lock the reverse socket with bulb(or LED bulb if you ordered those) into your new 
RECON taillight’s reverse socket
Remove the factory bulb from the taillight socket and then insert our plug into the vacant 
bulb socket on the factory harness, please make sure to keep the black wires on the 
RECON harness on the same side as the black wires on the stock socket.
Make sure the lock the factory socket(with RECON plug inserted) into the opening on 
the RECON taillight to seal the light
Make sure that you do not over eghten the screws when pumng the lights back onto 
your truck
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https://www.carid.com/recon/
https://www.carid.com/led-tail-lights.html


(b) Install the function of Turn signal light: 
Please follow the directions and color of the wires (shown in Pic. 2). Connect the connector with the 
corresponding wire color. (black wire goes in-line with black wire) 

Pic. 2. The wire harness for the Turn Signal Function 
Remarks: If you insert the harness in the wrong direction, the light will not function properly and can blow the fuse 

when tested. In this case simply replace the blown fuse and insert the harness correctly as described above in the 

instructions. 
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